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Paper One (200 Marks) 

I. VOCABULARY (50 Marks) 

A) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer:      (5 x 3 =15) 

1-Aircrafts take off and landing can cause a ………………… to local residents, that's why  

      most airports are built away from inhabited areas. 

     a. concept                            b. vicinity                  c. disturbance.           d. nomination 

2- Although she tried to ………………… her disappointment and frustration, everybody  

       could see that she  was deeply hurt . 

     a. conceal                            b. promote                 c. clamber                  d. entail 

3-It has been proved that Messy is a/ an …………………. talented footballer. 

      a. roughly                           b. customarily           c. randomly                 d. exceptionally 

4- The recent World Cup was held in South Africa and that was ……………….. to the 

      host country. 

       a. immobile                       b. advantageous           c. abstract                 d. competent 

5- Unlike villagers, people in big cities don't ……………. much with their neighbours.                                                                                                                                         

       a. attempt                            b. assist                         c. socialize            d narrate 
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B. Fill in the blanks with words in the list below:        (5 x 3 =15) 

(arbitrarily / unique /  cope with /vacant/ accusations / agonize/ contemporary) 

6- She was well qualified to hold the position" Works Director" when it became ………. 

7- Each person has ……………..…… fingerprints, which help the police, combat crime. 

 8- I don't suppose I'll be able to ………………….… all this enormous hard work.. 

9-A new government will be established as the present one faces serious……………….. 

of corruption and bribery. 

10-He became a millionaire after his number was picked………………….… 

 

C. Choose the correct definition for the following underlined words: (4 x 3 =12) 

 
11-Most furniture is made of wood because it's a durable material.  

      a. inspiring disgust                                      b. full of danger  

      c. causing death                                          d. able to withstand pressure or damage  

12-The company didn’t accept him because he didn’t show any talent in the required job. 

      a. the state of being jobless                         b. deep respect for someone.  

      c. natural ability or skill                             d. interruption of peaceful condition  

13- We will arrive in roughly 20 minutes, please calm down. 

      a. in a manner lacking precision              b. remarkably             

      c. randomly, by chance                           d. on many occasions  

14- From his bitter experience, Salem will repudiate all efforts for new friendships. 

       a. to support actively                                 b. to refuse to accept 

       c. to climb to the summit                           d. to carry out an order  
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D. Use these words in your own sentences: (4 x 2 =8) 

15- promote 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

16- ailment 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

17- picturesque 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

18- extravagantly 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

II. STRUCTURES     (40 Marks) 

A) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer:      (5 x 3 = 15) 

19- The workers are angry ………………. the factory's owner because they haven't been 

       paid for two months. 

        a. on                          b. from                          c. at                          d. with 

20- After five hours of unconsciousness, she came ...……… to see her mother sitting by 

her bed. 

        a. out                        b. across                     c. round                   d. up 

21-  I had my car ……………………….in the weekend 

     a. repairs                     b. repaired                   c. repairing                d. repair 

22- My car is as……………………. as your car, isn’t it? 

       a. expensive            b. more expensive         c. most expensive     d. the most expensive 

23- -------------------- the exam was difficult, I managed to get a high mark. 

a- Despite                 b- Although                c- However               d- In spite of   
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B ) Correct the verbs between brackets:      (5 x 3= 15) 

24- When water (boil), it keeps a stationary temperature.                    …………………                                                                                              

25: Dinosaurs (become) extinct by the time Man appeared on earth     …..……………..                                                                                                               

26- I spent all my money. I wish I (save) some for a rainy day.             . …..……………      

27-I ( be ) ready in 10 minutes, wait for me , please.                               ………………… 

28- I (read ) this book for more than three hours. My eyes hurt me now.  …………………                                                          

C) Do as shown between brackets:               (5 x 2 = 10) 

 

29- Sorry we can't use this equipment. It's not safe. It's not accurate. (Use: neither / nor) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….   

30- The tigers might have killed us in the jungle. It was terrifying.   (Change into passive) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

31- "My business is running into financial difficulties now."                           (Report) 

         Mr. Jassem said that………………………………………………………………… 

32- All houses have been repaired. Their roofs were damaged in a bombing raid. 

                                                                                         (Join using a relative pronoun) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

33- Ali has been to Europe. He has been to America, too.                   (Use “both …and”)                          

 

III- Language Functions      (50 Marks) 

                                                                    

A) Write what you would say in these situations:    (4x5 = 20) 

34-You bought a faulty mixer, you are in the shop to replace it or to refund your money. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….                                                     

35- You are apologizing to the teacher for inappropriate behaviour.   

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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36-Few of your school mates try to damage the property on purpose. 

...………………………………………………………………………………………                                                

37-Your brother suffers from sever headache between now and then. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38- One of your friends invites you to dinner, but you can’t. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

B). Complete the missing exchanges of this dialogue:    (5 x 5 = 25) 

          Jassim is having a problem with his car. He takes it to the mechanic.    

39 - Jassim:  Hello. ………………………………………………………….…………..? 

 40- Mechanic:  Sorry sir. I’m quite busy today. ………………………………..………? 

       Jassim:  I’m sure that there is something wrong with the engine. It has been making a  

squeaking noise. 

41- Mechanic:  ………………………………..…….….. sometimes a lack of oil makes 

the engine malfunction. 

      Jassim:  I think, there is nothing serious with the engine because I check oil monthly. 

      Mechanic:  We have to check the car first to know what the problem is. 

      Jassim:  I really need it fixed. I can’t work without it. 

42- Mechanic:  Ok. But I’m actually busy. …………………………………………...... it 

this afternoon? 

      Jassim:  I don’t feel good about driving it at the moment. I’ll call a friend to lift me. 

       Mechanic:  Sir, before leaving you have to fill in this application form and leave the 

keys. 

43-  Jassim:   .………………………………………………………..……………………..  

Mechanic: That’s great. I’ll inform you before doing anything. 

 

 
 IV- SET BOOKS (60 Marks)  

A-Answer only( three) questions out of the following:- ( 3x12= 36 Marks) 

   

44- A child prodigy is a person who has an outstanding talent or skill at a very early 

age. 

a- Using the T-bar below, write the advantages and disadvantages of being a child prodigy. 
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       Advantages                                                              Disadvantages 
………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

b- Do you think a  child prodigy could be treated as a special case by his parents and 

teachers, why?    

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   45- Zed Al Refai ( Kuwaiti climber)became the first Arab man to ascend the 

highest mountain on every continent. 

a- What kind of preparations does man have to make before going on such expeditions or 

adventures? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- Some people might face many challenging situations in their life. How can they face 

and overcome them? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   46- Moving from the village to the city has led to different problems which affect 

the economy of some countries. 
a- What are the terrible consequences of rural depopulation? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- In your point of view, suggest solutions to help villagers settle permanently in their 

areas. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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    47-Geriatric homes are rare in Kuwait and the Arab world due to the Islamic 

teachings which urge us to honor and respect the elderly. 

a- What are the best ways to demonstrate our respect and gratitude to the elderly? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- Respecting our grandparents  is of great importance, give reasons:- 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

B- Literature Time 

Answer only( three) questions out of the following:- ( 2x12= 24Marks) 

   48-“Uncle Pumblechock ,knowing my fortune could be made by going to Miss 

Havisham’s”. 

 

a-How would you describe Miss Havisham”. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 b-What help did she provide to Pip?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    

49-“ I met a man called Compeyson ; the  man whom Pip saw me struggling  with on the 

marshes. He pretended to be  a gentleman”. 

 

a- What did Compeyson do and blamed Magwitch for? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b- How did Compeyson manage to get a lighter sentence than Magwitch ?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    

50-“ Then he told me, to complete amazement, that he was my benefactor. He had made a 

gentleman of me” 
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     a- Why was Magwitch so grateful to Pip? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     b- How did Magwitch repay Pip?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 

 انتهت الأسئلة


